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The course was held at UMIST on 10-12 September. The lecturers were
Robin Gallimore and Derek Coleman of the Department of Computation.

Twenty-three people attended the course •. The participants came from both
academic and industrial institutions (see list attached). It was obvious
that the course members had a wide range of experience in specification
methods. Some were obviously up to date with developments in th~ field,
others were complete beginners (myself included).

Course Content

The course was split into lectures and practical work. Each morning
there were 3 lectures, followed each afternoon by practical work -
solving examples from a problem sheet. Typed copies of the lecture
material were handed out and bound together at the end of the course.

Throughout the course a rigorous approach to formal program design was
described. Ideally this starts with a formal specification of the system
requirements formulated in a high level mathematical notation and at a
high level of abstraction from the intended implementation.

Formal specification languages are used to describe the intended
behaviour of a program. Mathematical proof techniques can be used to
check the specification is well-formed.

The course described the formal specification language OBJ which allows
description of abstract data types and operations over those data types
(using equations) together with the capability to execute an expression
to see if it evaluates correctly when reduced using the defining
equations as rewrite rules.

The description of an abstract data type (object) in OBJ includes object
descriptions imported, new types defined (sorts) operator definitions
(which include name, function domain and function range), variable
definitions (for variables used in the equation definitions) and equation
def Lnf.t.Lons (which define in a functional manner the E".ctionof the
various operators. Note that constructor operators have no defining
equations - they act as denotational term building operators for objects
in the range (carrier) of the sort.). An example of an OBJ object is

~ given below:
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OBJ Stack/Item
SOR'rS stack
OPS

create
push
pop
top
isempty

../,,)stack
iteD stack -> stack
stack -) stack
stack -) item
stack -) BOOL

) constructors for the
) carrier associated with

sort stack

VARS
i: item
s: stack
EQNS

( pop(create) = create )
( pop(push(i,s» = s )

( top(create) = underflow item)
( top(push(i,s» = i) -

( isempty(create) = T )
( isempty(push(i,s» = F )

JBO

The defining equations for an abstract data type may be recursive. It is
inport.ant '::0 ensure t.hat r.be+e is a base case for the recursion and t.hs
equations correctly pattern match all arguments of the domain type so
that a correct value of the range type is always evaluated.

Program specification can be modelled as a transition between an initial
and a final state. This can be given as a set of pre-execution and post
execution predicates. In OBJ these conditions 'can be given definitions
in terms of operations on abstract data types.

A complete model of a requirements specification in DBJ consists of a
requirements specification (non-algorithmic), a problem domain (of basic
OBJ objects), a constructive specification (enhanced DBJ environment) and
a validation section (which contains sample test examples and output
prorlucei f~om executin~ ttc ex?mp]es) •

.The refinement of abstract data types to concrete data types and the use
of an abstraction function was illustrated with an example of how to
implement a stack as an (array, integer) pair.

, '
OP

stack 1---------------------->1 stack 1

sabs
1

sabs I
-~~I

~ I
I

where
OP is push, or pop
COP is cpush. or cpop
respectively.

array I COP I array

X 1----------------------> I X
index I I index

------- -------
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An example of how to transform an OBJ specification for a list selecting
function into Pascal was given. Some optimisation of the Pascal may be
necessary if for example there is a lot of inefficient recursion.

The refinement process is illustrated by ·the following diagram.

CONSTRUCTIVE SPECIF~ICATIONS IMPERATIVE PROGRAMS

initial abstract
spec~fications

, )-1
I 1

,
t

,
----y-----

:------.----~-------->:

-It----------
I . ~,-------------------7j

final concrete
program

~e,~vt...
p t'03 I'<4Ml

To enable program validation it is best to perform refinements on the
specifications (left side of the diagram) and delay the transformation to
the imperative programming language.

'- The final example in the lecture notes shows how to construct an OBJ
model for a pattern matcher.

Practical Sessions

These were run using Gallimore & Colem~n's currently implemented subset
of OBJ. The implementation runs on a VAX 750 under VMS. It is
implemented in Pascal •.

Each course member had use of a VT100 terminal connected to the VAX.

The problem sheets given out gave the chance to learn how to describe OBJ
.objects. The examples got progressively more complex and difficult over
the 3 days.

It was very difficult not to f eel, that one was programming (albeit
functionally) rather than specifying. I had particular. conceptual
difficulty in distinguishing constructors from other operators.
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Conclusions

The lecturers gave a well integrated, well presented course. Some
background in logic and domain theory was necessary to gain full benefit
from the course (eg to understand the underlying semantics of OBJ). The
practical sessions were useful though it was difficult to remember one
was supposed to be specifying not programming.

DIC4/59/jg
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